Powering information governance.

H5 EDGE. Manage your most important asset
before it becomes a liability.
®

For most companies, organizing electronically-stored information so that vital
information is readily available and irrelevant information isn’t retained forever
is a constant battle. Identifying and segregating the vast amount of digital
information that meets a company’s retention criteria is the now the name of
the game, and so is the defensible deletion of unnecessary data. That’s where
H5 EDGE® comes in.

Our Information
Governance
Solutions:

Defensible
Deletion
Keep what
you need,
not what you
don’t.
Legal
Preservation
Ensure
appropriate
legal retention.
Records
Management
Identify,
organize and
preserve what
you need.

Knowledge is power, but not if it’s
unmanaged.

Benefits of H5 EDGE®

H5 Technologies® offers a suite of products
and services that can classify and segregate
corporate information and enable accurate
retention decisions so you can keep what you
need and dispose of what you don’t.

• Enables defensible data deletion
• Reduces discovery costs and risks
• Reduces risk of IP and privacy breach
• Improves compliance efforts

The H5 EDGE® product suite, consisting of H5
EDGE Enterprise and H5 EDGE Classifier, is the
most accurate behind-the-firewall solution
available, providing the critical layer of intelligence
needed to automate and replicate the retention
decisions that records managers and attorneys
would make if they were able to personally assess
each document in a data source. H5 EDGE
Enterprise is configured to make these assessments using customized H5 EDGE Classifiers
developed specifically for your business.

H5 EDGE Enterprise |

• Improves enterprise efficiency
• Lowers storage costs
• Addresses specific company retention
requirements
• Displaces costly manual efforts to comply
with records retention policies

The only thing that should stand between you and your data
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Leveraging H5 Expertise for Information Governance Initiatives
H5 EDGE® Enterprise

How H5 EDGE® Adds Value

H5 EDGE Enterprise, running H5 EDGE Classifier,
provides a powerful classification solution,
custom-tailored to address a variety of data
management needs.

• Displaces manual effort required to manage
retention

The input to H5 EDGE Enterprise comes from data
sources—most commonly email and fileshares—
that your company has identified as containing
content that requires filtering or classification.
It then uses the custom-developed H5 EDGE
classifiers to classify the information, exporting
the data to a location determined by the
organization, such as a repository or archive.

• Identifies what you need to keep and frees you
to defensibly dispose of the rest
• Reduces overall data footprint, lowering infrastructure and infrastructure management costs
• Reduces risk of noncompliance with retention
and legal-hold requirements
• Improved ROI on your identification and classification of information

H5 Technology
Powered by H5’s
proprietary search
technology, H5
EDGE provides
the critical layer of
intelligence that
enables a simple
and cost-effective
solution for
managing records.

H5 EDGE® Classifier
H5 EDGE Classifier are sets of search terms
(“queries”) specifically designed using H5’s
proprietary process to accurately identify
information that correlates with the user-identified retention or classification requirements. Multiple classifiers may be used at once, depending
upon the classification or filtering requirements.

H5 EDGE

®

Support

All H5 EDGE products are provided with full
support of H5, including:
• Upfront assessment to identify areas for
quantifiable cost and risk reduction
• Validation of quality based on statistically
valid measurement protocols

Customized design ensures:
• Optimal workflow to segregate or route
records
• Accurate filtering, comparison, and retrieval
of content with targeted text
• Optimal technology for housing and
downstream management of retained records

• Consulting on installation and use

• Best use of existing or incumbent search
technologies

• Periodic calibration to reflect changes in client
business, legal holds and policies

• Highest level of security of the overall
systems architecture

• Customized design of the classification solution

Let H5 help you leverage each stage of the
discovery process to save time, money and gain the
advantage in your next litigation or investigation.
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To learn more about how H5 EDGE and
other H5 services can benefit your company,
contact us at info@h5.com.
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